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Addressing Selection Criteria: An Effective 1000 Word Summary 
 
 
An effective 1000 word summary, or "pitch", is your opportunity to explain why you are the 
right person for the job. We want to know why you want to work at the Bureau of Meteorology, 
why you are interested in the role, what you can contribute and how your attributes, skills, 
knowledge, experience and qualifications will ensure your success in the role. 
 
Your summary should include examples that clearly demonstrate your ability, or potential to 
develop the ability, required for the position. 
 
It is not mandatory that you provide separate examples for each skill listed on the job 
description. For example, if the position overview states that we are seeking a confident 
communicator with the ability to prioritise and work independently, you could use one example 
that demonstrates all of these skills. You could follow this by providing a second example that 
encompasses the remainder of the required skills listed.  
 
 
To address the selection criteria, the key is to:  
 

 Demonstrate capability by providing evidence of how you meet the selection 
criteria. 

 Provide specific details. 
 Where possible, include an indicator of success or a result. 

 
 

A good approach to execute this is to use the STAR model:  
 Situation: provide a brief outline of the situation or setting. 
 Task: outline what you did.  
 Approach or action: outline how you did it.  
 Result: describe the outcomes. 

 
Using the STAR method assists the selection panel to determine the context of the situation, 
the nature of the task and what actions you undertook to achieve the outcome.  
 
 
An example of this follows:  
 

 Situation: In the role of Research Support Officer at Department of XYZ  
 Task: Ensure that managers were kept informed of policies and procedures  
 Action or approach: Initiated a monthly newsletter that was emailed to all 

managers. Took responsibility for writing the main articles including obtaining 
ideas and input from other stakeholders to ensure the articles reflected 
managers’ needs in terms of content and language. 

 Result: Feedback was consistently highly positive. Received divisional 
achievement award for the newsletter. It led to improved lines of 
communication between managers and the Research Support Unit.  
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From these points the applicant can draft a paragraph. For example:  
 
'As Research Support Officer at the Department of XYZ, I needed to ensure that managers 
were kept informed of updated policies and procedures. To do this I initiated a monthly 
newsletter that was emailed to all managers. I took responsibility for writing the main articles 
in each publication. This involved obtaining ideas and input from other stakeholders to ensure 
that the articles reflected the needs of managers, both in terms of content and language. I 
received consistently excellent feedback in relation to this newsletter from these internal 
clients and my own manager. I received a divisional achievement award for the quality of this 
newsletter. Importantly, this initiative resulted in improved lines of communication between 
managers and the Research Support Unit’.  
 
 
Additional Useful Links & Resources: 
 

 Applying for jobs in the APS 
 

 How to address selection criteria 
 

 APSC Integrated Leadership System (ILS): This information is built around the five 
core Australian Public Service capability clusters: 

- Shapes strategic thinking 
- Achieves results 
- Cultivates productive working relationships 
- Exemplifies personal drive and integrity 
- Communicates with influence. 

 
 ILS Resources including profiles, comparatives and self-assessment 

 
 ILS Support Tools 


